
Quickly get an estimate of how your 
email subject lines will perform 

compared against your industry and 
your own unique data. Our prediction 
algorithm also identifies emotions in 
your subject lines and then suggests 

alternative phrases that can help elicit 
better response rates.

Go to Market with
Better Subject Lines

PERSADO PRO EMAIL STARTER
If you are always looking for ways to create better subject lines but don’t have the time and 
resources for testing, then Pro Email Starter is for you. Pro Email Starter is software that predicts 
how your subject lines will perform, while eliminating the need to split audiences, set up tests, or 
wait for results.

Pro Email Starter is built on Persado’s AI platform. We use the world’s largest marketing 
language database with massive response data built over years and leveraging tens of 
thousands of market experiments — to give you mathematically derived predictions of your 
subject line performance.



Upload your past campaign data and 
our software will learn what is likely 
to inspire your audience. (Yes, it can 

do that.) Pro Email Starter uses these 
learnings to give you even more accurate 

predictions tailored to your audience.

Use Pro Email Starter’s Data Analytics to 
examine trends and correlations within your 
data. Discover which phrases occur most 
frequently and which are most effective. You 
can then use these learnings immediately to 
strengthen your subject lines and improve 
response rates.

Tailor Predictions to Your 
Brand and Any Audience

Analytics to Guide You in Your Quest 
to Stand Out from The Inbox Noise

Pro Email Starter uses Artificial Intelligence to 
identify the words and phrases in your subject 
lines that drive an emotional response. Pro 
Starter will also suggest alternatives for you 
to test. You can use these to make as many 
predictions as you need until you pinpoint the 
subject line that is likely to perform best.

Get Quick Insight into 
Any Subject Line You Test

When results matter, let Persado Pro Email Starter put the power of AI to work for you. info@persado.com  |  www.persado.com


